
Bullet

Angel Haze

I could see us on the TV lookin' gleamy, lookin' freezy
Yeah, I know you wanna be me
Whats the budget? Don't believe me
I was leveled like Luigi
Took a puff it made me 3D
Yeah, I know you want to get it
Bitch I got the golden ticket

Cuz you cannot leave me alone
I got three amex and a cellular phone
I got two Rolex and the diamonds glown
I don't know what type of time I'm on
I been feeling real conceited like
Bitch relax today
You got a lot on your mind
Let me crash your wave
Its the perfect time for you to slide on thru
I got a lot of other shit to do

I be thinking bout the timeline
This the lifetime, look at the world yo
Look at the night time
I ain't ya girl but I'll be ya lifeline
I'll be the one, be the sun, be the bright sky

Cuz love is a bullet
If you fear we're lost we can all be found
Cock it and pull it
Means just love like no ones looking
Ooh...

Lately I feel lonely no one want me by myself
Why spend all my time alive just tryna find me someone else
I feel my heartbeat in my mind

Don't wanna die all by myself
So I go

So I throw a wrench in and fuck some shit up
Yeah so, I put some dents in and fuck some shit up
Yeah so, I got some big schemes and I got some big dreams
And I need the money to buy me some big things
And I been a slave to my ego a lot
I wish I could just change and my ego would rot
So I fly like a bird to the sea and the top
I guess that's why they cannot put me in a box
I got wings I got wings I'm the cream of the crop
Stop! Hot!

Cuz love is a bullet
If you fear we're lost we can all be found
Cock it and pull it
Means just love like no ones looking
Ooh...

And that's life!
After the party done
You gon pay the sky
(Bullet)



You gon owe it something!
You get right!
I'm not the only one
(Bullet)
I gotta shoot for something
I got the golden gun
I got life
Who is we gon be?
(Bullet)
We gon find out in the end
Nigga, we gon see
We got life
My nigga we got we
We got life
(Bullet)
My nigga we got we

Gods timing is everything
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